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Abstract 
In this article we improve the lower bound for 1£2(9, 1 ), the minimum cardinality of a binary 
code of length 9 and covering radius 1. We show that a binary code of length 9, 55 codewords 
and coveting radius 1 does not exist which gives a new lower bound K2(9, 1)/>56. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All tights reserved 
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I. Introduction 
Consider the vector space ~:~ of all binary vectors of length n. If x = (X l ,X2  . . . . .  Xn) 
and y = (Yl, Y2 . . . .  , yn) are vectors from ~:~ the weioht of x is the number of nonzero 
entries in (xl,x2 . . . . .  x , )  and the Hammin9 distance between x and y is the number of 
coordinates in which they differ, i.e. 
wt(x) = I{i Ix~ ¢ 0}1, 
d(x, y)  = I{ilxi ¢ Yi}l. 
Also, x * y = (xl y t, X2 Y2, - •., x, Yn ). It is straightforward to show that d(x, y) = wt (x + y ) 
and d(x, y)  = wt(x) + wt(y)  - 2wt(x ,  y), 
Any subset C of 0:~ is referred to as a code. Its elements are codewords and n is 
the length of C. Two codes are said to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the 
other by permuting the coordinate positions and by interchanging the symbols 0 and 
1 in some of the positions. It is clear that these operations do not change distances 
between vectors. 
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For a given code C the coverin9 radius is the smallest integer R such that for any 
vector xc  ~-~ there exists a codeword y for which d(x,y)<R. In this case we say 
that y covers x. A code of length n, cardinality M and covering radius R is denoted 
an (n,M)R code. A problem of interest is minimizing the number of codewords in a 
code of given length and covering radius. Let K(n,R) be the smallest integer M for 
which an (n,M)R code exists. For simplicity set K(n, 1)=K(n) .  Counting the number 
of  vectors covered by a single codeword one can easily find a lower bound on K(n): 
2" 
K(n)>~ - - .  
n+l  
The upper bounds are always constructive, i.e. the existence of an (n,M)R code shows 
that K(n,R)<~M. The exact values of K(n) are known for n ~<6 (these cases are more 
or less trivial) and for n=2 k - 1 or n=2 k (these include n=7 and 8). For detailed 
information the reader is referred to [1]. 
The first unknown value is K(9). The best upper bound K(9)~< 62 has been obtained 
by a computer-based method [2, 3] using simulated annealing. The best lower bound is 
K(9)~>54. 
2. An improvement of the lower bound for K(9) 
Proportion 1. Consider a set A = {v l ,v2  . . . . .  v6} of bMary vecto~of#ngth 6 such 
that d(vi ,v/)~3for 1<i<j<6.  There are (up to equiva#nce) 4 such sets: 
Ai = {000000,000111,011001,101010,110100,111111}, 
A2 = {000000,000111,011001,101011,110101,111110}, 
A3 = {000000,001111,010101,101001,110011,111100}, 
A4 = {000000,001111,010110,100101,101010,111100}. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality assume vl = 000000 and let d = max{d(vi, v/): 1 ~<i 
<j~<6}. It is clear that d~>3. Moreover if d(vl,vi)=d(vL,V/)-3 then d(vi, v/) must 
be even and therefore d~>4. There are three cases to be considered: (i) d=6;  (ii) 
d = 5 and (iii) d = 4. It is clear that sets obtained for different d are not equivalent. 
(i) d = 6. Without loss of generality v6 = 111111. Since 3 <~d(vl, vi) = wt(vi) and 
3<~d(v6, v i )=6-  wt(vi) for 2~<i~<5 it follows that wt(vi)=3 for 2~<i~<5. Without 
loss of  generality v2 = 000111. Suppose 111000 E {v3, v4, vs} (say v3 = 111000). It is 
easily seen now (note that wt(v4) = 3)  that either d(vz, v4) < 3 or d(v3, v4) < 3. There- 
fore, 111000 ~ {v3,va, vs}. It is straightforward to show now that up to equivalence 
v3 =011001,v4= 101010 and v5 = 110100. In this case A =A1. 
(ii) d :  5. Without loss of generality suppose v6 = 111110. I f  the last coordinate 
of one of the vectors vi,2<~i<<.5, is 0 then either d(vl,vi)<3 or d(v6,vi)<3. There- 
fore, the last coordinate of each of the vectors vi,2<~i<<.5, is 1. It is obvious that 
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3<~d(vl , t , i )=wt(v i )  and 3<~d(v6, v,.)= 7--  wt(vi). Hence wt(v,.) for 2~<i~<5 is 3 or 4 
Since adding the vector 111110 to v:, 1 ~<i~<6, interchanges ~'1 and t:6 and changes the 
weights of  ~,:, 2 ~< i ~< 5, from 3 to 4 and vice versa, we may assume that wt(v2 ) --- wt(v~) 
=3 and v2 =000111. Up to equivalence there are three possibilities for v3:ll1000. 
001011 and 011001. The first one gives d(v2, t:3)= 6 >d,  the second one gives d(r,_, c~,) 
2, again a contradiction, and there~bre ~:s = 011001. It is easily seen now that up to 
equivalence v4 = 101011 and v5 = 1 10101. In this case A =A~. 
(i/i) d 4. Now d(vi,1:/) is 3 or 4 for l~<i<j~6.  Therefore wt (v , )=3 or 4 for 
2 ~< i ~< 6 (note that wt(v: )= d0' l ,  v:)). Furthermore, there are at least three equal weights 
amongst wt(v:) ,2<~i~6.  Without loss of generality wt(w)  wt (v3)=wt(c4)=x.  Now' 
since d(v : ,v : )=wt(v , )+wt( t ! / ) -2wt( r :~, r / ) ,2<~i<j<~4,  is even we obtain that ct(v,,l,~) 
= d(r2, r4 ) = d( c3, c4 ) = 4. 
We have proved that if d =4 then there are 3 vectors (w.l.o.g. el, re, c~) such that 
d(vl,  re )= d(v~, vs)= d(v2 t,~)= 4. It is easy to see that up to equivalence vt = 000000, 
v2 111100 and t,3=001111. Suppose one of the vectors r:, 4~id6  (say c4) has 
weight 4. It is straightforward to show that w.l.o.g, t~4 - -  110011, t'5 = 010101 and c,, 
101001. In this case A=A3.  
I f  wt( t~4 ) = wt(v5 ) = wt(v6) = 3 it is easy to see that w.l.o.g. U 4 = 101010. v5 = 10010 l
and t:~, =010110. In this case A =A4.  
Sets A3 and A4 are not equivalent because As has a 4-subset 
{000000.111 00,001111, 11001 1}, 
such that the Hamming distance between any two vectors is 4, whereas no such 4- 
subset exists in A4. 
Consider t,~, v2. v3,/:4, u5, u6 as integers written in binary form. Then 
A~ ={0,7 ,25 ,42 ,52 ,63},  A2={0,7 ,25 .43 .53 ,62},  
A 3 {0, 15,21,41,51,60}, A4 = {0, 15, 22, 37, 42, 60}. t i 
Proposition 2. A (9,55)I  code does not exist. 
Proof. Suppose C is a (9,55)1 code. A plane Fi:/,. in ~ is defined to be the set 
F,il, = { ( i , j ,k,  Xl . . . . .  x6 ) ] i , j ,k,  Xl . . . . . .  r~ c F2 }. 
It is clear that there are eight planes and there are 2 ~' = 64 vectors in every plane. Also, 
let Fo--Fooo, Fi =F001 UF010 UFl00, F2 =F i l0  uFi01 UF01j and F3 =Ft l l .  A vector 
x = (xl,x~ . . . . .  x~,) is called a tail in F~i~. i f  ( i , j ,k,  xl,x2 . . . . .  x<,) is a codeword. We say 
that x is a tail in Ft i fx  is a tail in a plane F,.i/, where wt( i i k ) - t .  Further let 
c:/~. = IF:~: N C]. 
A codeword which lies in Fii~. covers exactly 7 vectors in the plane Fii/( and one vector 
in each of  the three neighbouring planes F:,~:,. where d((jk, pqr)  = 1. For example, the 
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codeword 000000000 covers itself and all vectors of weight 1 in Fooo and also the 
vectors 100000000,01000000,001000000 in Floo,Folo and Fool, respectively. Therefore 
7cijk + ~ Cpqr >~ 64. (1) 
d(ijk, pqr) = 1 
Without loss of  generality assume 
Cooo-- min{c0k}. (2) 
Since there are eight planes and IcI =55 it is obvious that cooo~<6. It follows from 
(1) and (2) that 
ClOO + colo + COOl/>64 - 7cooo, 
COll + ClOl + CllO ~>3Cooo, 
7Clll +C011 +Cl01 + C110>~64. 
Multiplying the first inequality by 7, the second by 6 and the third by 1 and adding 
gives 
7(55 - Cooo) >~ 7(64 - 7Cooo) + 18cooo + 64. 
Thus 24Cooo ~> 127 and so Cooo/>6. Therefore, cooo = 6, Cool +colo+cloo >/22 and cij k )6 
for all ijk. I f  Clll =6  then (1) gives clio + ClOl + C011 t>22 and so ICI/>56, a contra- 
diction. Hence, Clll >~ 7. 
Without loss of  generality we may assume that 
Cloo+colo+cool= min { ~ Cpqr}. (3) 
c~jk =6 d(ijk, pqr) = 1 
Suppose Cloo + colo + COOl >t24. We shall show that this assumption leads to a contra- 
diction. Now Cll0 + Cl01 + C011 >~3C000 = 18 and Cl~l >~7. Further, 
55 = [C[=coo 0+ (clo 0 + col 0 +Coo l )+ (clio +ClOl + coil) + Clll 
1> 6+24+ 18+7=55.  
Hence, cloo +COlO +cool = 24, clio +Cl01 +c011 = 18 and c111 = 7. Therefore, we obtain 
Cll0 =Cl01 =C011 =6 and by (3) 
ClOO + colo + Clll ~>24, 
Cl00 + C001 + Clll ~>24, 
C010 + C001 + Clll >~24. 
Adding the above inequalities we get 
2(Cloo + COlO + COOl ) + 3Clll = 2.24 + 3.7 >~ 3.24. 
which implies that 69>~72, a contradiction. Therefore ClOO + COlO + COOl <24. Now it 
follows from (1) that ClOO + COlO + COOl =-22 or 23. 
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Consider the six codewords in F000. Suppose they cover l vectors in F000. Then 
l~<6.7=42 (some vectors could be covered more than once). Also, as in the proof of 
(1), we have 
l + ClOO + coto + Cool ~>64, 
which implies that l~>41. So I=41 or 42. Suppose I=41.  That means that there 
is exactly one vector in F0o0 which is covered by two distinct codewords in F000. 
But then these two codewords must be distance 1 or 2 apart, and in either case there 
will actually be two vectors in F000 covered by them (in the case of distance 1, the 
covered vectors are the codewords themselves), a contradiction. Hence ! # 41 and 
therefore l = 42. This shows that the distance between any two tails in F0oo is more 
than 2. But up to equivalence (Proposition 1) there are 4 such sets: 
A, = {0, 7,25,42, 52, 63}, A2 = {0, 7, 25,43, 53, 62}, 
A3 = {0, 15,21,41,51,60}, A4 = {0, 15, 22, 37, 42, 60}. 
Let RA~ be the set {x=(xl,x2 ... . .  x6) ld (x ,y )> l  for all yEAi}. Then we have 
IRA, I=64-  42=22.  Now if x=(xl ,x2 . . . . .  X6)ERA, ,  then in order that the vector 
O00XlX2...x6 be covered in C, it must be the case that x is a tail in F~. Thus the 
22 vectors in RA~ are all known tails in F1 (though for each such tail we do not 
know which of the prefixes 100,010 or 001 will make it a codeword). Since coot -~ 
c0~0 + cl00 ~<23, there is at most one unknown tail in F~. Let QA~ be the set of vectors 
{X = (XI,X2 . . . . .  X6) I x ~Ai and d(x,y)<~ 1 for exactly one y ERA,}. We show that all 
vectors from QA, are tails in F2. For, suppose x = (xl,x2 ..... x6) E QA, and x is not a tail 
in F2. Now, in order to cover the vectors 001XlX2 ...x6, 010xLx2 ...x6 and 100xlx2 ...x~ 
we need at least three tails Yi,y2, y3 in Fl such that d(yi,x)<~l for i=  1,2,3. Since 
there is just one such vector in RA, and there is at most one more tail in F~ this is im- 
possible. So, all vectors from QA, are tails in F2 and therefore cl lo +clol +cl 1o >1 IQA, I. 
Thus we know 6 + IRA,[+ [QA,[ tails and therefore there are 55 - (6  +tRA, t+!Q.~, I) 
unknown tails. 
Considering the binary vectors as integers written in binary form we get 
RA~ = {11, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19,21,22,26,28,30,33,35,37,38,41,44, 
45,49,50,51,56}, 
QA, = {1,2,4, 8, 11, 16,21,31,32,38,47,55,56,59,61,62} and ]QA, [= 16, 
R4~ = {10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 19,20,22,26,28,31,33,34, 6,38,40,44, 
45, 48, 50, 51, 56}, 
QA: = {1,3,5,9,11, 17,21,31,33,39,47,55,57,59,61,63} and 1Q421 = 16, 
RA3 = {3,6, 10, 12, 18,22,24,25,26,27,30,34,36,37,38,39,42,46,48,54,58,63}. 
QA3 = {1, 3,5,9, 12, 13, 17,20,23,29,33,40,43,45,48,49, 53,57,61,63} 
and [QA~ I = 20, 
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RA4 =- {3,9, 12, 17, 19,21,24,25,26,27,29,35,38,41,48,49,50,51, 5, 7,61,63}, 
Q~4 = {2,4,5,6,7, 10, 12, 14,20, 30, 32, 36, 38,40,44,45,46,47, 52, 62} 
and I Q~141 = 20. 
Case A ] : There are 11 unknown tails (at least 7 in F3 ). Count the number of covered 
vectors of  odd weight in F2. Note that all known tails in F2 (this is the set QA. ) are of 
odd weight and therefore a codeword obtained by such a tail covers only one vector 
of odd weight in F2 - -  namely itself. It is clear that a codeword of even weight from 
Fl (such a codeword corresponds to a tail in F1 of odd weight and there are 16 such 
known tails in Fi ) covers two vectors of  odd weight in F2; a codeword of  odd weight 
from F1 covers none of the vectors of odd weight in F2; a codeword from F3 covers 
not more than 3 vectors of  odd weight in F2. Further, it is easy to see that any possible 
codeword can cover not more than 6 vectors of odd weight in F2. 
Thus, the number of covered vectors of odd weight in/72 is not more than 
16 + 16.2 + 3Clll + (11 -- C111)6= 114-- 3Clll. 
Since cil ia>7 we get 114-  3c~11~<114--21=93. But there are 96 vectors of odd 
weight in F2, a contradiction. 
Case A2: There are 11 unknown tails (at least 7 in F3). Count the number of  covered 
vectors in [:2 with last coordinate 0. Note that all known tails in F2 (this is the set 
QA2) have last coordinate 1 and therefore any codeword obtained by such a tail has 
1 in its last coordinate. Such a codeword covers only one vector with last coordinate 
0 in F2. It is clear that a codeword with last coordinate 0 from F1 (such a codeword 
corresponds to a tail in F1 with last coordinate 0 and there are 16 such known tails in 
F1) covers two vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2; a codeword with last coordinate 
1 from Fi covers none of the vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2; a codeword from 
F3 covers not more than 3 vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2. Further, any possible 
codeword can cover not more than 6 vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2. 
Thus, the number of covered vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2 is not more than: 
16+ 16.2 + 3Cll] ÷ ( l l  -- Cj11)6= 114-- 3c111. Since clll ~>7 we get 114-- 3CLL1 ~<93. 
But there are 96 vectors with last coordinate 0 in F2, a contradiction. 
Case A3: As in case A2, we count the number of covered vectors in F2 with last 
coordinate 0. Observe that there are 16 codewords in F1 with last coordinate 0, each 
covering 2 such vectors; there are 16 codewords in F2 with last coordinate 1, each 
covering 1 such vector; 4 codewords in F2 with last coordinate 0, each covering 6 such 
vectors, and 7 codewords in F3, each covering at most 3 such vectors. This implies 
that at most 93 of  the 96 such vectors are covered, a contradiction. 
Case A4: The same as A3 but count the covered vectors in F2 with last coordinate 1. 
Therefore a binary code of length 9, covering radius 1 and 55 codewords does not 
exist. [] 
As a direct result of Proposition 2 we get the following. 
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Proposition 3. K(9) ~> 56. 
Proof. Since a (9,55)1 code does not exist it follows that K(9)~>56. I' 
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